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Abstract 
Machine learning techniques will help in deriving hidden knowledge from clinical data which can be 
of great benefit for society, such as reduce the number of clinical trials required for precise 
diagnosis of a disease of a person etc. Various areas of study are available in healthcare domain like 
cancer, diabetes, drugs etc. This paper focuses on heart disease dataset and how machine learning 
techniques can help in understanding the level of risk associated with heart diseases. Initially, data is 
preprocessed then analysis is done in two stages, in first stage feature selection techniques are 
applied on 13 commonly used attributes and in second stage feature selection techniques are 
applied on 75 attributes which are related to anatomic structure of the heart like blood vessels of 
the heart, arteries etc. Finally, validation of the reduced set of features using an exhaustive list of 
classifiers is done.In parallel study of the anatomy of the heart is done using the identified features 
and the characteristics of each class is understood. It is observed that these reduced set of features 
are anatomically relevant. Thus, it can be concluded that, applying machine learning techniques on 
clinical data is beneficial and necessary. 
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Introduction 

Data mining is a new approach to data analysis and information discovery. Data mining is the 
analysis of large datasets to find hidden relationships and discover useful pieces of information [1], 
by applying machine learning techniques. Information technology has evolved over the recent 
years, this is evident in all domains. One among them is the healthcare domain. There is a growing 
trend of applying machine learning techniques on medical data. The healthcare domain generates 
exchanges and stores a multitude of patient-specific data. Information technology has transformed 
the way this data is stored and documented. One of the significant evolutions is that of storage of 
healthcare data in standardized format structure i.e. an electronic health record which has helped in 
better research on this data [2]. Data mining techniques can be applied to healthcare domain in 
order to catalyze and support goals like bypassing clinical trails, finding adverse drug reactions, 
reducing hospital acquired infections, and rooting out fraud. Data mining algorithms have three 
categories classification, association and clustering. Each of these categories has different guidelines 
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on how they can be applied on clinical data [3]. Efficient and systematic use of these data mining 
techniques will help discover significant information.  

The clinical data has various domains like cardiovascular diseases, cancer, diabetes and drugs. 
Each domain has various attributes and different types of data, where data can be numerical or 
categorical. Studying each domain requires different guidelines to be followed based on its 
relevance and significance. In the recent years, there has been a growing impact of cardiovascular 
diseases on society, leading to high global mortality rate. There is a growing trend of these diseases 
in low and middle income countries [4]. Early prevention and diagnosis of these diseases could 
improve the quality of life. This was one of the significant reasons why this paper focused on 
applying machine learning techniques on cardiovascular diseases dataset. There were two kinds of 
research workloads reported for cardiovascular diseases, i.e. a classification/prediction model and 
the other was based on dimension reduction to improve accuracy. In first category of research 
workload, it was observed that various prediction models were proposed, which used 13 features 
and binary class i.e. 0 for absence and 1 for presence of heart disease. These prediction models were 
built using the data mining techniques like Naïve Bayes (NB), Decision Tree (DT), Support Vector 
Machine (SVM) and Association rules [5-7]. Some workload was also done using Computational 
intelligence techniques like Neural networks and Multilayer Perceptron for predicting 
cardiovascular disease. In all the above mentioned research workloads Cleveland dataset [8] 
provided by the UCI repository is mostly used.. The UCI machine learning repository provided 
three other datasets namely Hungarian dataset [9], LongBeach dataset [10] and Switzerland dataset 
[11]. Research had been carried out on these datasets, i.e. certain modified approaches to 
computational intelligence methods like neural networks and multi layer perceptron for prediction 
of heart diseases were proposed and tested [12-14]. Second category of research workload done on 
this dataset was reducing the 13 attributes like age, sex, blood sugar etc. Efforts were made to apply 
feature selection techniques and improve the accuracy of the classifiers. GS was one of the feature 
selection techniques that was used and a reduction of features from 13 to 6 was observed [15]. 
Furthermore, effort had been made to reduce these 6 attributes to 4 attributes using fuzzy rules 
which are a set of distinct elements with different degree of relevance or membership and takes 
values between 0 and 1. These were then tested on locally available dataset, with significant 
improvement in accuracy [16]. Some research gaps found in the past work was that the work had 
been carried out only on the binary class and on 13 attributes out of 75 available attributes. Though 
the class attribute had values 0 for absence and 1,2,3,4 for the various risk levels of heart disease, 
only binary class had been used. Although 75 attributes had been available, feature reduction 
techniques were used only to reduce these 13 attributes without any valid reason. In spite of 
availability of exhaustive list of classifiers, only few like NB, DT, SVM and Association rules or 
combination of these were used for validation.  

From the literature survey conducted, it is found that in the past workloads an accuracy of more 
than 95% was observed because classifiers work well with binary class. It would be more beneficial 
if the diseases were predicted based on the level of risk rather than its presence or absence. After a 
clear understanding of these research gaps, the main focus in this research was to study all the four 
available heart disease datasets with 75 attributes and five classes {0,1,2,3,4}, to apply two feature 
selection techniques i.e. IG and GS on these features to get a reduced set of features. Finally, 
validation of these reduced set of features on a exhaustive set of classifiers in terms of accuracy and 
anatomic relevance was conducted. 

Methodology 

Proposed Approach 

The proposed approach is as follows, the dataset was preprocessed i.e. missing data was 
removed and the dataset was converted to arff format (Attribute-Relation File Format). The next 
step was to apply IG and GS feature selection techniques on this dataset and a reduced set of 
features were obtained. Each feature selection technique would give a unique reduced set of 
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features. Each of these unique feature set was tested for accuracy with 6 different classifiers i.e. NB, 
DT, SVM, Logistic Regression (LR), Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) and Adaboost. Similar 
validation was done for the common set of attributes obtained from both feature selection 
technique across all the datasets. The last step was validation and analysis of the reduced features 
based on their anatomic relevance. A diagrammatic representation of this approach is shown in 
Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of Proposed Approach 

Feature Selection Techniques 

Two feature selection techniques GS and IG were used. GS introduced the principle of 
evolution and genetics, among possible solutions to the given problem. Genetic Search algorithm 
tries to mimic human behavior. The GS approach starts by considering the initial sample of 
attributes as chromosomes and the best among these chromosomes (attributes) are selected for 
feature selection. A fitness function was derived for evaluation of these individuals. This was then 
followed by the process of crossover and mutation. The above process was repeated for 
determined number of generations, and results were analyzed [17]. IG evaluated the worth of an 
attribute by measuring the information gain with respect to the class [18]. It used the ranker method 
which was used to filter the attributes and rank them for selection. Through repeated iterations of 
changing the ranking parameters, the reduced attributes set could be obtained.  

Classifier 

Based on the popularity and performance, an exhaustive list of classifiers was chosen for the 
validation of the reduced set of features. The classifiers selected for this work were NB, DT uses 
J48 algorithm, SVM, LR, MLP and Adaboost. These classifiers were found to work mostly with 
nominal values. Naïve Bayes classifier is one of the most popular and frequently used techniques in 
data mining. It is based on conditional probability of the features and can handle multiple classes. It 
helps to understand the conditional independence of the attributes, which is one of the reasons for 
selecting this classifier [19]. DT is another popular technique which helps in understanding the 
hierarchical significance of each attribute. Using this classifier the attribute which was most useful 
to identify the class could be obtained and dip in its performance indicates that there was a 
possibility of over fitting in data. The next classifier used in this paper was SVM called the low error 
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classifier. It gives mathematical validation for classification and uses a margin i.e. a mathematically 
defined boundary to classify. It was found to work well for binary classes. 

It was dependent on the kernel function, thus it eases to identify the best kernel function for the 
datasets. LR is a significant classifier which uses an equation for all the features and it can predict 
the class. It focuses on finding the best fit parameters and thus train the classifier. This classifier is 
highly sensitive to under fitting of data which leads to low accuracy. The next classifier Multilayer 
Perceptron is based on computational intelligence techniques. It uses back propagation technique 
for classification of instances. It has various parameters which can be varied for each iteration. It is 
a popular technique which yields good accuracy and effective validation of the selected attributes. 
The last classifier in the list is Adaboost which is a meta-algorithm i.e. combining other algorithms. 
It is considered as the best-supervised learning algorithm, which can work with almost all classifiers, 
has low error rate and easy to implement with no varying parameters. It was observed to have 
better accuracy compared to other classifiers, which made it the most significant classifier for 
analysis and using this classifier for validation could not be neglected [20]. A major dip in 
performance was noted if there were outliers in the datasets. 

Data Statistics 

As mentioned earlier there were four datasets investigated, i.e. Cleveland dataset, Hungarian 
dataset, LongBeach dataset and Switzerland dataset. The datasets had been preprocessed before 
they were used i.e. missing data were removed. The UCI had claimed that each of the datasets had 
303 instances and 75 attributes which included the class attribute which had the following values 0, 
1, 2, 3, 4 where class 0 was for absence and 1, 2, 3, 4 for the various risk levels of cardiovascular 
disease. After the preprocessing step the number of instances available for each of the datasets is 
shown in Table1. It also shows the data distribution of each class for each dataset. It was observed 
that the Cleveland and Hungarian datasets have uniform distribution of the instances of healthy 
individuals and those having cardiovascular disease. But the LongBeach and Switzerland datasets 
have skewed distribution of instances. Table 1 shows that in the Cleveland dataset majority of the 
instances (56%) are healthy individuals (class 0) and remaining are unhealthy individuals distributed 
among the four classes.  

Table 1. Data statistics for each dataset 

Dataset Total # of instances C0 C1 C2 C3 C4 

Cleveland 283 157 50 31 32 11 

Hungarian 294 188 37 26 28 15 

LongBeach 200 51 56 41 42 10 

Switzerland 123 8 48 32 30 5 

 
Similar distribution is observed in the Hungarian dataset where 64% patients are healthy. The 

data distribution for the LongBeach and Switzerland datasets is slightly different, where majority of 
the instances are unhealthy. In the Switzerland dataset approximately 93% of instances are 
unhealthy. Another observation is that in all the datasets class 2 and 3 have similar distribution of 
the number of instances and class 4 has the least number of instances. Preprocessed data is given to 
the Weka tool for analysis, the description of which is given in the following section.  

WEKA Tool 

For the implementation of the proposed approach, a Software Tool called Weka was used [21]. 
It is a collection of machine learning algorithms for data mining tasks. Weka contains tools for data 
preprocessing, classification, regression, clustering, association rules, and visualization. WEKA 
provides a number of feature selection techniques; this paper uses two of them i.e. IG and GS. In 
case of feature selection techniques the main parameter that determines the selection is search 
method, values for these non variable parameters are set as shown in Table 2. 
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The attribute evaluator for IG is ranker, this method has a parameter called rank where the 
upper bound of rank of the attributes required can be specified and can be varied for various 
iterations. Similarly GS has some variable parameters that can be varied. Table 2 shows default 
parameter settings. When feature reduction was done, each dataset had their own settings. The 
Cleveland and LongBeach datasets had a crossover rate of 0.8 while it is 0.6 in the case of the 
Hungarian and Switzerland datasets. All the four datasets have the same mutation rate of 0.033. 
Number of generations for the Hungarian and Switzerland datasets are 200 and for the Cleveland 
and LongBeach datasets is 150. Similarly, Table 3 shows the parameter setting for each classifier. In 
Weka every classifier has different parameters based on its behaviour, for instance SVM has a 
parameter to set the kernel function which can take Rbfkerne(radial basis function kernel) 
Linearkernel(linear kernel), Polykernel(polynomial kernel) etc. For this analysis Polykernel was 
found to perform well and thus the parameter kernel is set to PolyKernel. Similarly other classifiers 
also have some parameters with default values and variable values. It was observed NB and LR 
were set to default values. DT had variable values for parameters related to pruning and MLP had 
for the parameter learning rate. Adaboost had parameter to set the classifier, this parameter had 
been set for all the six classifiers in the proposed approach and only the accuracy of the best 
classifier is reported. 

Table 2. Parameter for feature selection technique 

Feature selection technique Basic Parameters 

IG Search method = Ranker; Binarize numeric attributes = False; 
Missing merge = True 

GS Attribute evaluator = CFS Subset Eval; Crossoverrate = 0.6; 
Mutationrate = 0.033; Num of generations = 20;  
Population size = 20; Seed=1 

Table 3: Parameters for classifers in WEKA 

Classifier Basic Parameters 

NB Use Kernel Estimator = False; Use Supervised Discretization = False 

DT Binary Splits = False; Confidence factor = 0.25; Min Num Obj = 2;  
Num Folds = 3; Reduced Error Pruning = False; Save Instance Data = False;  
Seed = 1; Subtree Raising = True; Unpruned = False; Use Laplace = False 

SVM Build Logistic Models = False; c=1.0; Checks Turned Off = False; 
Epsilon =1.0E-12; Kernel = Polykernel; Num of Folds = 1; Randomnseed = 1; 
Tolerance parameter = 0. 001 

LR Max Its = 1; Ridge = 1.0E-8 

MLP Hidden layers = a; Learning Rate = 0.3; Momentum =0.2; 
Nominal To Binary Filter = True; Normalize Attributes = True; 
normalizeNumericClass=True; Reset = True; Seed = 0; Trainingtime = 300; 
Validation Threshold = 20 

Ada-Boost Classifier = J48; Num Iterations = 10; Seed = 1; Use Resampling = False; 
Weight Threshold = 100 

 
The usual procedure for diagnosis of cardiovascular disease by a medical practitioner involves 

three stages. First is the test for risk factors i.e. blood cholesterol levels, diabetes, blood pressure, 
patient demographics like age, smoking habits etc. This is followed by stress testing, an 
electrocardiogram and finally a coronary angiography [22]. The 75 attributes in a cardiovascular 
disease dataset are related to these three diagnosis procedures. The description of these attributes is 
available in the UCI repository. The main focus of the analysis is to understand how these 
attributes help in diagnosis. The 13 commonly used attributes with binary class help to understand 
the presence or absence of cardiovascular disease, but the interest of an individual is to understand 
the risk level, based on this the corrective measures and medication can be suggested. Keeping this 
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goal in mind, the analysis is carried out in two stages, first using the 13 commonly used attributes 
and 5 classes, then using 75 attributes and 5 classes 

Experimental Results 

In the first stage of analysis the 13 attributes such as age, sex, cholesterol (chol), fasting blood 
sugar (fbs), exercise test values (thal, thalch, thaltime, chest anigma (ca), resting blood pressure 
(tresttbps)). Resting electrocardiographic results (restecg), etc. and classes C0-C4 were analyzed. The 
UCI repository gives a detailed description of these attributes. The feature selection techniques IG 
and GS were applied, list of the reduced set of attributes is shown in Table4. It can be observed 
that the attribute chest pain (cp) is common across all datasets after applying IG. Similarly for GS 
exang (exercise anigma) is found common. It is also observed that both the LongBeach and 
Switzerland datasets have the same attribute exang after applying GS. So thus the feature exang i.e. 
the variation in the pulse observed during exercise is a prominent feature among the 13 features. 
Further, these reduced features were validated using 6 classifiers depicted in Figure 2. 

Table 4. Selected attributes from 13 attributes using IG and GS 

Feature 
Selection 

Technique 

# of selected 
attributeses 

List of attributes 

Clevland Dataset 

IG 5 thal, cp, ca, exang, oldpeak 

GS 8 sex, cp, thalach, exang, oldpeak, slope, ca, thal 

Hungarian Dataset 

IG 8 slope, exang, cp, oldpeak, thalach, sex, trestbps, thal 

GS 4 sex, cp, exang, slope 

LongBeach Dataset 

IG 11 thal, fbs, trestbps, cp, sex, chol, restecg, ca, thalach, slope, 
oldpeak 

GS 1 exang 

Switzerland Dataset 

IG 4 thal, fbs ,trestbps, cp 

GS 1 exang 

 
Validation is based on the number of correctly classified instances. It is observed from this 

figure that GS feature selection technique has not improved the accuracy for any of the classifiers 
for the Hungarian dataset, but there is significant improvement when IG feature selection 
technique is applied. This implies that all the 13 attributes are prominent and feature reduction is 
not significant. For the LongBeach dataset, IG feature selection technique has a performance dip 
only for LR, which means that these attributes are leading to underfitting in dataset, which can be 
further validated in stage 2. A similar performance dip is observed only in SVM in GS for the 
Switzerland dataset, this is due to the sensitiveness of the classifier to the kernel function used. 
However, keeping these small variations of results in mind, it is found that even though the 
Cleveland and Hungarian datasets are uniformly distributed an accuracy ranging from 60-70% is 
observed, compared to an accuracy of 30-35% for the LongBeach and Switzerland datasets which 
have skewed distribution. Thus, it reveals that even though feature selection techniques were 
applied, there is no significant improvement in overall performance of the classifiers. Thus 13 
features with 5 classes is not desirable for making effective decisions on the risk level of 
cardiovascular disease, there is a need to study the remaining features and their prominence in 
effective decision making. 

The second stage of analysis was done using the 75 attributes which includes the blood vessels 
of the heart i.e. left main trunk (lmt), left anterior descending artery (ladprox, laddist), right coronary 
artery (rcaprox, rcadist), cxmain, om1, lvx4 etc., and five classes C0-C4. The UCI repository can be 
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referred for a detailed description of these attributes. Table 5 shows the number of attributes and 
their names for each of the datasets after the feature selection techniques were applied.  
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Figure 2. Classifier performance of stage 1 analysis 

It is observed from this table that for the LongBeach and Switzerland datasets the number of 
attributes selected after both the feature selection techniques are same. Similar to stage 1 validation 
is done for the classifiers and results were reported in Figure 3.  

Table 5. Selected attributes from 75 attributes using IG and GS 

Feature Selection 
Technique 

# of 
selected 

attributeses 

List of attributes 

Clevland Dataset 

IG 8 laddist, om1, rcaprox, cxmain, lmt, thal, rcadist, ladprox 

GS 11 cp, oldpeak, ca, thal, lmt, ladprox, laddist, cxmain,om1, rcaprox, 
rcadist 

Hungarian Dataset 

IG 15 rcaprox, cxmain, ladprox, lmt, slope, exang, cp, oldpeak, painexer 
(pain during exertion), laddist, thaltime, relrest (relieved after test), 
lvx4, rcadist, om1 

GS 7 painexe, slope, lmt, ladprox, laddist, cxmain, rcaprox 

LongBeach Dataset 

IG/GS 8 rcaprox, lmt, cxmain, ladprox, om1, lvx4, laddist, rcadist 

Switzerland Dataset 

IG/GS 7 lmt, rcaprox, ramux, ladprox, cxmain, om1, ladddist 
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Figure 3. Classifier performance of stage 2 analysis 
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Result Analysis  

Significant observation reveals that Adaboost with DT as classifier has the best performance 
across all the four datasets with a maximum accuracy of 98%. Next is DT, which shows good 
performance even with skewed data distribution of the LongBeach dataset and the Switzerland 
dataset. Similarly all other classifiers show significant improvement in performance. Highlights of 
analysis are: NB has maximum performance of about 86% compared to the other classifiers which 
have a performance of at least 90% for the Cleveland and Hungarian datasets, making it an average 
performing classifier. This indicates high dependence between the attributes. In the LongBeach and 
Switzerland datasets, NB has a maximum performance of 66%. SVM is giving a performance of 80-
90% for the Cleveland and Hungarian datasets while an accuracy of 68% and 78% were obtained 
for LongBeach and Switzerland datasets. SVM is natively known to work well with binary class, 
since the experiment was conducted using five classes (C0-C4) there is variation in its performance 
across different datasets. LR gives an accuracy of 64% in Switzerland dataset which indicates 
underfittingdata. From Table 5 it can be seen that for the LongBeach dataset using LR, there is no 
attribute in common with the 13 attributes used in stage1, so that means that the attributes leading 
to underfitting in stage1 are not present in stage2 and thus the performance has improved 
significantly. Similarly a performance variation is observed in MLP for the Switzerland dataset 
which is due to its skewed distribution. There are few attributes like chest pain(cp), slope, oldpeak , thal 
etc. which are part of the 13 attributes and are found in stage 2 analysis used for the Cleveland 
dataset and the Hungarian dataset, while the LongBeach and Switzerland dataset do not have any 
attributes from stage1. Keeping this mind when Figure3 is studied, it is observed the Cleveland 
dataset and the Hungarian dataset have a maximum accuracy of 98% and 97% respectively. Though 
there is no attributes in common from stage2, the Longbeach dataset and the Switzerland dataset 
have a maximum performance of 93% and 84% respectively. This gives an understanding about the 
actual relevance of these 13 attributes.  

This has led to the need to study the common features across all datasets and its prominence in 
understanding the risk level of cardiovascular disease which is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Performance of the common attributes from stage 2 across all datasets 

It was observed within the classes that there has been a deal of confusion during classification. 
A snapshot validating this is shown in Figure 5a) and Figure 5b), where out of 31 instances for C2 
in Figure 5b), 26 were correctly classified, 3 were incorrectly classified as c1 and 2 incorrectly 
classified as C3. Similar observation in Figure 5a) for classes C1, C2, C3. But when all the cases 
were analyzed, it was seen that this confusion was mainly observed in classes 2 and 3. This may be 
due to the improper data distribution for this class within the datasets. This is one of the reasons 
why only a maximum performance of 98% is observed. Furthermore, to get a clear understanding 
of the prominence of the reduced set of features another study was done, where common attributes 
for each of the feature selection technique were analyzed and these features were studied for all the 
classifiers across all datasets and represented in Figure 4. 
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 c0 c1 c2 c3 c4 classified as   c0 c1 c2 c3 c4 classified as 
 187 1 0 0 0 c0=0   157 0 0 0 0 c0=0 
 0 32 3 2 0 c1=1   0 50 0 0 0 c1=1 
 0 5 17 4 0 c2=2   0 3 26 2 0 c2=2 
 0 0 8 20 0 c3=3   0 0 0 32 0 c3=3 

a) 0 0 0 0 15 c4=4  b) 0 0 0 0 11 c4=4 

Figure 5. a) Confusion matrix of Cleveland dataset using IG and Adaboost classifier yielding an 
accuracy of 98.22%; b)Confusion matrix of Hungarian dataset using IG and Adaboost classifier 

yielding an accuracy of 92.17% 

The common attributes found are laddist, ladprox, rcaprox, lmt, cxmain for GS, it is the same for 
IG with an additional attribute om1. As observed in Figure 5 the common attributes which are the 
major blood vessels of the heart, are giving an accuracy of nearly 92% for DT and an average 
performance of 60% is observed across all classifiers for all datasets. Thus, these common features 
have greater contribution for diagnosis of cardiovascular disease. The next step is to understand the 
anatomic relevance of these attributes. These attributes are the major blood vessels of the heart as 
shown in Figure 6. They play a major role in understanding the risk level of cardiovascular diseases 
and can be analyzed and studied using the coronary angiography undertaken by the medical 
practitioner. 

 

Attribute Name Anatomic Name 

 

Laddist Left Anterior descending 
artery distance 

Ladprox Left Anterior descending 
artery 
Proximation 

Rcaprox Right Coronary artery 
proximation 

Lmt Left Main Trunk 

Cxmain Blood vessel 

Om1 Blood vessel 

Figure 6. Anatomic relevance of attributes [23] 

Conclusion and Future Work 

The analysis was carried out in two stages, using different numbers of attributes and five classes. 
It is understood that 13 attributes are not sufficient to understand the risk level of the 
cardiovascular disease. Analysis of 75 attributes using the feature selection techniques has yielded 
significant and relevant information and improved the accuracy of the classifiers. It was found that 
among the classifiers Adaboost with DT as classifier has the maximum performance i.e. 98% for 
Cleveland dataset and for Switzerland and LongBeach dataset which have skewed distribution a 
maximum performance of almost 90% is observed. Another significant observation is about the 
class 2 and class 3 which appears to be confused due to improper data distribution and affects the 
accuracy of the classifiers. From the various stages of analysis undertaken, it is understood that 
Machine Learning techniques have derived attributes which are of anatomic relevance. Thus they 
can yield significant and relevant conclusions for clinical data. 

In future, association rules can be derived which help in understanding the relationship between 
the attributes and derive meaningful conclusions, which will give a better understanding about the 
risk level of the cardiovascular disease. This analysis can be done on various other domains of 
healthcare and effective decision making systems can be introduced to provide quality and cost 
effective healthcare for society.  
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